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Spectral properties of the weighted Laplace operator in the presence of fractal boundaries are numerically
investigated for both Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. This corresponds to the characterization of
heat and mass transport in microchannels with irregular and rough surfaces induced by the microfabrication
process. The axial velocity field with no-slip boundary conditions, representing the weighting function of the
Laplace operator, influences the localization properties of the eigenfunctions and the scaling of the integrated
density of state �IDOS� N���. The results indicate that N��� deviates from the form given by the modified
Weyl-Berry-Lapidus conjecture as it shows a correction of �N�����Df/4 to the leading-order Weil term.
Numerical results are presented for Koch and Koch snowflake fractal boundaries. The role of slip or no-slip
boundary conditions of the velocity field on the IDOS is also investigated.
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Macroscopic transport processes in the presence of irregu-
lar interfaces appear in many physical, geological, chemical,
and biological systems �1�. Irregular and hierarchical struc-
tures can be described in terms of fractal concepts �2,3�.

Vibrational properties of surface fractal resonators �fractal
drums� have been largely investigated theoretically �4–6�,
numerically �7,8�, and experimentally �9,10� by analyzing
vibrational spectra, localization mechanisms, the structure of
their vibrational modes, and the damping of these modes.

From a mathematical point of view this corresponds to the
study of the eigenvalue equation of the Laplace operator
−��=�2� and of the asymptotic properties of the integrated
density of states �IDOS� N��� in the presence of fractal
boundary �4,5�.

The results show that the low-frequency IDOS is well
approximated by a two term expression given by the Weyl-
Berry-Lapidus �WBL� conjecture �4� which predicts a cor-
rection of �N�����Df/2 to the leading-order term

N��� = �S/4���� + �N��� = �S/4��� − Bf�
Df/2, �1�

where Df is the fractal dimension of the perimeter, S is the
area of the drum, and Bf is a positive constant depending on
the shape of the drum. In the high-frequency regime �7,8�,
where the half wavelength is smaller than the smallest fea-
ture of the fractal �prefractal� perimeter, the two term Weyl
asymptotic is applicable with �N�����1/2.

However, the dynamics of several physical, biophysical,
and geophysical phenomena is governed by the interplay be-
tween advection and diffusion in evolving scalar and vector
fields �11–13�. Advection-diffusion dynamics in laminar
flows has been extensively studied in closed systems �see
�14–16� and reference therein�, but much less is known on
the fundamental physical processes characterizing
convective-diffusive transport in open flows even though
continuous flow devices represent the most common process
units in classical �e.g., polymer processing in static mixers
and extruders �17��, and advanced applications �microfludic
systems, see, e.g., �18,19��.

When transport Laplacian-based processes occurs in the
presence of flow fields, such as solute dispersion or heat
transport in microchannels, system analysis, and character-
ization requires the investigation of a more general problem
�with respect to that of fractal drums�, i.e., the spectral char-
acterization of the velocity-field-weighted Laplacian in the
presence of both Dirichlet �for thermal problems� or Neu-
mann boundary conditions �for mass transport problems�.
Moreover, in microfluidic systems, boundary effects are im-
portant because of the large surface to volume ratio and sur-
face roughness, e.g., induced by the microfabrication process
�20�, may play a fundamental role on transport processes
�21�.

Let us consider laminar fluid flow in a microchannel of
length L and rectangular cross section � of characteristic
length W, with regular or fractal boundary ��. By neglecting
the contribution of axial dispersion neglecting axial disper-
sion �NAD approximation �22�� the spatial evolution of a
steady-state scalar field ��x�� within the channel can be
modeled via the advection-diffusion equation

vz�x�����/�z� = �	2/Pe���
2 � , �2�

where 	 is the channel aspect ratio L /W, Pe=VrefL /D

10	2 is the axial Peclet number and vz�x�� is the Stokes
velocity field, solution of the two-dimensional Poisson prob-
lem

�2vz�x�� = − A, vz��� = 0, �3�
A being a normalizing constant that yields, e.g., unitary flow
rate.

For a solute dispersion experiment as well as for the heat
transport problem, all transport information is embedded in
the spectral properties of the weighted Laplace operator
Lv���= �1 /vz�x�����

2 �, i.e., within the eigenvalue/
eigenfunction spectrum associated with the eigenvalue equa-
tion

− �vz�x��� = ��
2 � �4�

equipped with Dirichlet � ���=0 or Neumann �� /�n=0 ���

boundary conditions for heat and mass transport problem,
respectively.
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We consider two microchannels with fractal boundaries: a
Koch structure of fractal dimension Df =3 /2 at prefractal
generations �=3–4 and the Koch snowflake �Df
=ln�4� / ln�3�� at generations �=4–5. Figures 1�A� and 1�B�
show the velocity fields vz�x�� with no-slip boundary condi-
tions for the two microchannels at the highest prefractal it-
eration considered.

We show that the no-slip boundary conditions for the
weighting function velocity field modify significantly the
scaling properties of the integrated density of state and pre-
vent the localization of the wave amplitude near the fractal
boundary.

Figures 2�A� and 2�B� show the behavior of the IDOS
N��� and of the subleading-order term �N��� for the Koch
structure and the Koch snowflake at the highest prefractal
generation considered. It can be observed that the leading-

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. �Color online� Contour color-plot of the velocity field
vz�x�� with no-slip boundary conditions for the two fractal micro-
channels considered. �a� Koch structure ��=4�; �b� Koch snowflake
��=5�.
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FIG. 2. IDOS N��� �open and closed circles� and subleading-
order term �N��� �open and closed squares� for the two systems
considered at the highest generation order analyzed. �a� Koch struc-
ture ��=4�; �b� Koch snowflake ��=5�. Open and closed points
correspond to homogeneous Neumann and Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions, respectively. Continuous lines show the conjectured scaling
of the leading-order term S� /4� and of the subleading-order term
�N�����Df/4.
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FIG. 3. Axial velocity field vz as a function of the vertical dis-
tance from the highest point of the Kock snowflake for no-slip ��
=0� and slip boundary conditions with �=10−2 and �=10−1.
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FIG. 4. IDOS N��� �open and closed circles� and subleading-
order term �N��� �open and closed squares� for the Koch snowflake
��=5� in the presence of a velocity field satisfying slip boundary
conditions for two different values of the slippage coefficient �; �
=10−1 open points; �=10−2 closed points. Only homogeneous Di-
richlet boundary conditions in the spectral analysis are considered.
Continuous lines show the expected scaling of the leading-order
term S� /4� and of the subleading-order term �N�����Df/2.
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order term is unaffected by the weighting function, according
with the result presented in �23� for the weighted
p-Laplacian in one dimension. Yet, the velocity field plays a
significant role, as it influences the scaling of the subleading-
order term so that the following general form can be conjec-
tured

N��� = �S/4���  Bf�
Df/4, �5�

where the sign �−� and �+� apply for the Dirichlet �closed
points in Fig. 2� and Neumann �open points in Fig. 2�, re-
spectively. Similar results, not shown here for the sake of
brevity, are obtained for lower prefractal generation levels.

The spectrum has been obtained by means of a Krilov
method applied to a finite element representation of the

weighted Laplacian �from 5�105 to 2�106 triangular ele-
ments�

Deviation from the WBL conjecture �we observe �N���
��Df/4 instead of �N�����Df/2� are intrinsically due to the
vanishing value of the weighting function at the fractal
boundary induced by the no-slip boundary conditions for the
Stokes flow. This can be numerically checked by analyzing
the behavior of the IDOS for a weighting function associated
with a velocity field with slip boundary conditions at the
fractal boundary, i.e.,

����vz/�n���� = − vz���. �6�

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the velocity field vz as a
function of the vertical distance s from the highest point of

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 5. �Color online� Eigenfunctions of the weighted Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions for the Koch structure at the second
prefractal generation �=2. �a� No-slip boundary conditions, �=1774. �b� Slip boundary conditions �=10−2 and �=1755. �c� Uniform and
constant weighting function, �=1756.
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the Koch snowflake structure for the no-slip ��=0� and slip
boundary conditions with �=10−2 and �=10−1, correspond-
ing to increasing values of the velocity at the fractal bound-
ary.

Figure 4 shows the behavior of N��� and of the
subleading-order term �N��� for the Koch snowflake with
slip boundary conditions for the velocity field and the two
different values of � considered. In both cases we observe
N�����Df/2 so that nor the leading neither the subleading-
order term deviate from the WBL scaling corresponding to a
spatially uniform velocity field �constant weighting func-
tion�.

A physical interpretation of the results presented is that if
the IDOS is significantly decreased by the irregularity of the
boundary �so that �N�����Df/2 instead of �N�����1/2 for a
regular boundary�, the effect of the no-slip weighting func-
tion �which therefore vanishes a the boundary� is to soften
�attenuate� the influence of the fractal dimension on the
IDOS �so that �N�����Df/4�. This effect is also due the
presence of corner points, which are dense on the cross-
sectional perimeter. These points are critical in that the no-
slip condition implies that the velocity field scales quadrati-
cally as a function of the wall-distance s, and this effect is
not present in the case of slip boundary conditions �where we
observe �N�����Df/2� where the velocity field scales lin-
early with s also in correspondence of the corner points �24�.
However, the origin of the scaling �N�����Df/4 has not
been well understood, and we emphasize the necessity of
further analytical investigation for elucidating the numerical
findings.

The vanishing value of the weighting function at the frac-
tal boundary does influence the structure of the eigenfunc-
tions and prevents the localization of the wave amplitude
near the fractal boundary. This can be appreciated by com-
paring the eigenfunctions associated to similar eigenvalues in
the case of no-slip �Fig. 5�A��, slip boundary conditions �Fig.

5�B� for �=10−2�, and constant weighting function vz=1
�corresponding to the classical fractal drum problem, Fig.
5�C��. For this qualitative comparison we consider the Koch
fractal boundary at prefractal generation �=2 and eigenval-
ues or eigenfunctions corresponding to wavelengths of the
order of the minimum characteristic length scale of the struc-
ture.

It can be observed that for no-slip boundary conditions,
wave amplitude is actually localized in the mainland of the
structure. When slip boundary conditions are considered, the
eigenfunction amplitude exhibits significant oscillations
close to the prefractal boundary and keeps on penetrating
toward the dead ends of the prefractal perimeter when a con-
stant weighting function is considered.

In summary, we have computed the IDOS of the weighted
Laplacian in the presence of fractal boundaries. We have
numerically shown that a weighting function, vanishing at
the fractal or prefractal boundary influences the eigenfunc-
tion localization properties as well as the scaling properties
of the IDOS as it shows a correction of �N�����Df/4 to the
leading-order Weil term.

The result presented in this Brief Report, representing the
generalization of the fractal drum problem in the presence of
variable mass density �25�, may be relevant for microfluidic
applications when one considers that modern microfabrica-
tion techniques can control superficial defects and roughness
up to the nanolength scale. The systems considered possess
the translational symmetry as they consist of a cross section
with fractal boundary extruded along the longitudinal direc-
tion. Therefore the present analysis should be further gener-
alized and complemented to investigate the effects of rough-
ness and irregularities along the longitudinal direction. We
note that this step �and the connection with the results pre-
sented in this Brief Report� is not altogether trivial as it re-
quires us to consider a fully three-dimensional problem for
both the velocity field and the eigenfunctions.
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